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Opinion & Letters

I was recently contacted by a colleague to 
provide commentary for a feature article. 
What was unusual about this particular 
request was that I was being asked to 

provide the insight of a “senior citizen.”
The shocking realization that I had been 

so quickly transitioned from “new kid on the 
block” to the “village elder” was tempered by 
the gravity of the question posed to me: “What 
lies in store for the modern Canadian veteran 
coming home from the war in Afghanistan?” 

My interviewer didn’t want to hear about 
extended medical and pension benefits for 
the soldiers, but rather the mental challeng-
es these veterans will face dealing with the 
long-term legacy of such a controversial war.

While there are 10 months remain-
ing in Canada’s combat commitment in 
Afghanistan, even the most self-delusional 
optimists among the pro-war lobby rec-
ognize that, within this timeframe, a suc-
cessful outcome is not possible. In fact, 
US General David Petraeus has recently 
predicted that at least another decade of 
military intervention may be necessary to 
subdue the Afghan insurgency. 

That said, Canada’s Expeditionary Force 
will be returning home without having 
achieved a victory. This will be the first 
time in our fledgling nation’s martial history 
that our soldiers have not been greeted by a 
well-deserved victory parade. 

In both world wars, the enemy coali-
tions were decisively defeated, and the UN 

intervention in Korea successfully protected 
the sovereign integrity of South Korea. Even 
as a minimal contributor to the US-led alli-
ance in the Persian Gulf War of 1990, and to 
NATO’s 78-day bombardment of Serbia in 
1999, Canada could declare bragging rights 
as part of the victorious team.

In each of these previous conflicts, 
Canada helped achieve a clear-cut objective: 
the German Kaiser and his Central Powers 
alliance were defeated; Hitler and the Axis 
allies were destroyed; South Korea was pro-
tected from communism; and Kuwait was 
liberated from Saddam Hussein. 

What sets the current war in Afghanistan 
apart from the others is that, after nine 
years of fighting, the international commu-
nity has failed to define, nevermind achieve, 
any clear objective in Afghanistan. 

The original premise for the US inva-
sion was extremely limited in its scope. In 
the emotionally-charged wake of the 9/11 
attacks, the Americans’ stated goal was to 
apprehend Osama bin Laden and his al-
Qaeda network and eliminate the Afghan 
Taliban regime that had provided these ter-
rorists with a safe haven. 

By the time international troops—
including the Canadian contingent—were 
deployed to Afghanistan in 2002, bin Laden 
was in hiding and the Taliban regime had 
been toppled.

In fact, the International Security 
Assistance Force, as its name implies, was a 
NATO mission intended to be a temporary 
supplement to assist in the reconstruction 
of a post-Taliban Afghanistan. There was 
no mention of the word “war” or even “con-
flict” in those earlier, admittedly heady days 
of optimistic endeavour. 

Unlike those previous wars, which were 
openly declared at the outset and involved 
clear-cut, set-piece battles wherein our troops 
captured enemy positions and liberated 

occupied territory, the Afghanistan conflict 
literally grew up around our already deployed 
forces. Unlike the ridges of Vimy in 1917 or 
the beaches of Normandy in 1944, Canadian 
troops did not have to capture Kandahar city 
in 2002. In truth, it had already been cleared 
of Taliban forces months earlier by US Special 
Forces and Northern Alliance fighters. 

To this day, Canada has not declared 
“war” as there is no nation upon which to 
declare it. We are purportedly providing 

troops to support the democratically-elect-
ed government of President Hamid Karzai.

However, as the failures of the last two 
elections in Afghanistan have clearly illus-
trated, “democracy” is not a moniker that 
can be applied to the current and widely 
despised Karzai regime.

The misguided notion of defending the 
ideal of democracy where, in fact, it does 
not exist, has manifested itself in the reality 
of our international troops propping up a 
hated government in a civil war against its 
own disenfranchised citizenry. 

As for the legacy of these Canadian 
soldiers who have served in Afghanistan, 
there can be no shame in failing to achieve 
a “victory” that has yet to be defined. That 
burden belongs on the shoulders of the 
politicians who sent our troops off to fight 
an undeclared war without ever fully under-
standing the enigma that is Afghanistan.

Our soldiers’ performance to date on 
the battlefield has been stellar. They are 
admired by our allies for their discipline, 
professionalism, courage and self-sacrifice. 
All Canadians—regardless of how they feel 
about the war itself—should take pride in 
the conduct of our troops and mourn the 
losses they have suffered in the service of 
this country.

In the end it will be the long-term pub-
lic sentiment towards our experience in 
Afghanistan which defines the size of the 
hurdle the actual veterans will have to man-
age. The international community’s failure to 
win a war that it should never have fought 
needs to remain a valuable lesson for deter-
mining future foreign policy—not become a 
dirty secret to be disposed of quietly. 

Otherwise, our soldiers’ sacrifices will 
have truly been in vain.

Scott Taylor is editor and publisher of 
Esprit de Corps magazine.

editor@embassymag.ca

Withdraw US war 
resister bulletin
On July 22 of this year, Citizenship and 

Immigration Canada sent a directive to 
all immigration officers in Canada that sets 
a basic principle of refugee law on its head. 
The directive, Operational Bulletin 202, con-
cerns the processing of military deserters 
who claim refugee status in Canada.

The first paragraph of the directive sets out 
the following line of logic: Military deserters 
from other countries have sought refugee pro-
tection in Canada. Desertion from the Canadian 
military is a serious criminal offence. Therefore 
these deserters may also be serious criminals 
and therefore inadmissible to Canada.

Conscientious objection to military ser-
vice, whether by draft resisters or desert-
ers, is a widely recognized ground for grant-
ing refugee protection, both in Canada and 
internationally. Over the years, hundreds 
of conscientious objectors have been given 
protection, although not all deserters or 
draft resisters are accepted as refugees.

The facts of each individual case are 
considered, particularly: the motives and 
sincerity of the claimant, the legality or ille-
gality of the military exercise they are seek-
ing to avoid, and the possibility of excessive 
punishment or discriminatory prosecution.

These are all facts and issues of law to 
be decided by a member of the Immigration 
and Refugee Board after hearing the claim-
ant’s testimony and evidence.

It is fundamentally wrong-headed and 
a violation of the UN Refugee Convention 
to suggest that deserters are automatically 
inadmissible to Canada before hearing their 

claim because desertion is an offence in 
their own country.

Although the bulletin cites a general prin-
ciple of law, a closer reading identifies the real 
target of the directive, namely military desert-
ers from one country, the United States. I pre-
sume then that military deserters from other, 
less friendly and more offensive regimes, such 
as Iran, Burma, Sudan, North Korea, possibly 
Syria and Kyrgyzstan, are still welcome to 
seek refugee protection in Canada and that 
their violation of state laws will not be a deter-
rent to making a refugee claim.

The bulletin implies that military deserters 
from the US should be treated differently than 
deserters from other countries. There is no 
basis in law for that proposition. At the risk of 
repeating myself, that is the job of the IRB and 
not something to be decided prematurely by a 
border official before the evidence is heard.

The bulletin then discloses that its pre-
cise target is even narrower, namely those US 
deserters who have already had their refugee 
claims denied and who have asked to remain 
in Canada for humanitarian reasons. Once 
again, the government appears to be circum-
venting the law and intruding on the inde-
pendence of the immigration officers who 
are delegated to decide humanitarian appli-
cations based on the law and the evidence.

It is the immigration officer who has 
the discretion to decide whether a refused 
claimant, for example, someone who has 
married a Canadian and may now be the 
parent of Canadian children, whether that 
person should be permitted to remain in 
Canada for humanitarian reasons.

These are difficult decisions with com-
plicated and often heart-rending facts that 
include the best interests of the children but 

may also include the violation of US military 
laws. Regardless of the relevant factors, 
responsibility for the decision lies within the 
discretion of the immigration officer.

Does any Canadian reasonably think that 
an immigration officer is making an indepen-
dent decision when he or she is instructed, 
for US deserter cases, to “seek guidance” 
from the regional program adviser and to 
copy their communications to very senior 
levels of their department?

The clear implication is that any desert-
er from the US should be denied permanent 
residence in Canada no matter how sincere 
their motive for deserting or how compel-
ling their reasons for staying in Canada.

Operational Bulletin 202 misstates 
the law and seeks to intrude on the 
independence of both IRB members and 
Immigration Officers. Out of respect for due 
process of law, I urge Immigration Minister 
Jason Kenney to withdraw the bulletin.

Peter Showler
Director, The Refugee Forum

Human Rights Research and Education 
Centre

University of Ottawa

Drug legalization is 
not the answer
As a retired RCMP staff sergeant with over 

34 years of experience working with drug 
issues, and as a volunteer working with the 
poor, the addicted and homeless of the inner 
city of Ottawa for over 12 years, I have strong 
insight with regards to drug issues both from 
an enforcement and a health perspective. (RE: 
“Vienna declaration: Reducing HIV,” Aug. 4)

I have not come across one drug addict 
who is happy and desires to remain that way. 
The only way to protect the addict when they 
are caught up in the downward spiral of addic-
tion is through abstinence-based treatment.

Enforcement is a tool to ensure that 
the dealers and importers of drugs are 
dealt with severely through the justice sys-
tem.  Prevention and education are tools that, 
if properly financed and taught, can prevent a 
person from using drugs in the first place.

As a society, we have to learn to work 
together for the betterment of that society, 
ensuring everyone has the same opportuni-
ties to succeed. We need a paradigm shift in 
our thinking that should be looking at ways 
to end poverty and how to improve the life 
of single parent families, which in the long 
run would also help in minimizing drug use.

To eliminate the prohibition against 
drugs and to provide enabling policies 
such as drug injection sites and needle 
exchange programs, recommended by the 
controversial Vienna Declaration written by 
supporters of harm-reduction ideology, only 
condemns addicts to a deeper addition and 
to certain tragic and un-necessary deaths.

Legalizing drugs will not eliminate the 
health and enforcement cost.  All we have 
to look at is alcohol and cigarettes.

It is far preferable and compassionate to 
help the addict return to a healthy lifestyle, 
rather than to condemn him/her to com-
mitting crimes to continue feeding his drug 
addiction, as well as to the inevitable vio-
lence on the streets. 

Andy Bigras
Member, 

Drug Prevention Network Canada
Toronto, Ont.
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It will be the long-term public sentiment 
towards our experience in Afghanistan that 
defines the size of the hurdle the actual veter-
ans will have to manage.
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